Figure S4. Growth profile of cells harboring pCES-H36-PhaCAB or pHGmut. (A) *C. glutamicum* WJ004 harboring pCES-H36-PhaCAB and *C. glutamicum* WJ008 harboring pCES-H36-PhaCAB are represented by squares (■) and circles (●), respectively. Triangles (▲) represent wild type *C. glutamicum* harboring pCES-H36-PhaCAB, which was used as a positive-control. (B) *C. glutamicum* WJ004 harboring pHGmut and *C. glutamicum* WJ008 harboring pHGmut are represented by squares (■) and circles (●), respectively. Triangles (▲) represent wild type *C. glutamicum* harboring pHGmut, which was used as a positive-control.